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AFRICAN MARKETS IN 2015

E
HARD HIT: Tourists are cleared at the Moi International Airport Mombasa after a charter flight landed
from Poland with 170 passengers on December 30.
BY MARTIN MWITA
HOTELIERS at the Coast
have blamed the government
for the continued drop in tourist arrivals in the region.
According to the Kenya Association of Hotelkeepers and
Caterers, the government has
failed to address the travel advisories issued by key markets
including the UK, US and other European countries which
have discouraged visitors.
The advisories issued in
May last year have seen the
number of charter flights,
which majorly served the region through the Moi International Airport fall from an
average of 15 weekly to below
five.
The move according to
KAHC has caused shut down
of more than 20 hotels in Kilifi, Kwale and Lamu with over
6,000 jobs lost between May
last year and January.
KAHC says some hotels
only got a reprieve during the
December
Christmas-New
year season, but the situation
has gone from ‘bad to worse’.
Speaking to the Star in
Mombasa yesterday, KAHC
executive officer Sam Ikwaye
said most hotels are registering bed occupancy of below
30 per cent, posing a bigger
threat to the industry which
could soon collapse.
“We want the government
to come out clear and tell
us what they want with the

country’s tourism sector. They
seem not to care. Tell us if we
should close shop in this country,” said Ikwaye.
He said the country’s key
marketer – Kenya Tourism
Board has also not been fully
supported, including board
and financial support, to help
it extensively market the country’s tourism sector.
“The industry doesn’t know
what the government’s intention is for tourism in this
country,” said Ikwaye, noting
that the country is now losing
business to Tanzania.
“What we are seeing is a
flight landing in Kenya with
three hundred passengers on
board but only twenty alight,
the rest head to Tanzania. Is
this what we want? I can tell
you things are going to be
even worse if proper measures
are not put in place,” said Ikwaye.
Hotels have been reduced
to conference dependency according to Sarova Whitesands
Beach Hotel and Spa managing director Raj Jadhav, whose
facility is currently operating
at 51 per cent. Domestic tourists dominate the bookings.
“We have to tell it as it is.
We should not lie to each other. Things are bad and are going to be even tougher as we
go on. The government needs
to do something as we also
try hard to market ourselves,
otherwise many hotels will go
down,” said Jadhav.

He said the hotel’s occupancy has dropped by 22 per
cent since January compared
to last year.
“Last year at a time like this
we had occupancy of 73 per
cent. Now we are talking of
51 per cent which could even
go down further. It is ugly we
have to say the truth,” said
Jadhav at the facility yesterday.
In Kwale, hotels are doing
equally bad, grappling with
occupancy of between 50 and
10 per cent.
Speaking to the Star on
phone, Baobab general manager Silvester Mbandi whose
facility is currently operating
at 50 per cent occupancy said
the year ahead looks “scary”.
“The truth is we have already lost this year. 2015 can
only get better from November but this will also be determined by what we do for the
industry. We need to step up
our campaigns and the government needs to play its role
by seeing the advisories are
lifted,” said Mbandi.
Occupancy across the Coast
could hit an average low of 10
per cent according to KAHC,
as the low April- July low season approaches.
“Low season has come early
this year,” said Ikwaye, noting
that the most hit areas include
Lamu – which is yet to recover
from last year’s dusk-to-dawn
curfew and Kilifi which received low business last year.

dwin Lefevre [whom I admire and who wrote the
seminal Reminiscences
of a Stock Market Operator in 1923] said:
‘“You can spot, for instance,
where the buying is only a trifle
better than the selling. A battle
goes on in the stock market and
the tape is your telescope. You can
depend upon it seven out of ten
cases’’
That is how I first came to take
an interest in the message of the
tape. The fluctuations were from
the first associated in my mind
with upward or downward movements. Of course there is always
a reason for fluctuations, but the
tape does not concern itself with
the why and wherefore. It doesn’t
go into explanations. I didn’t ask
the tape why when I was 14 and I
don’t ask it to-day at 40.
The reason for what a certain
stock does to-day may not be
known for two or three days, or
weeks, or months. But what the
dickens does that matter? Your
business with the tape is now not
tomorrow. The reason can wait.
But you must act instantly or be
left. Time and again I see this happen.
Now lets take a look at the African tape and lets start with Nigeria
because after all it is now [after
last years rebasing] the elephant in
the Sub Saharan Africa room.
Nigeria’s Central Bank chief said
on Thursday there was “no need
to panic” about a slide in the currency, after figures showed the
bank had been burning through
more than $110 million a day in a
vain attempt to defend it.
In my experience when a Central
Banker tells you there is “no need
to panic’’ it is actually time to panic
which is what investors are doing
big time. The naira hit a record low
Thursday of 206.60 and has lost
25 per cent of its value versus the
dollar in 90 days. An equivalent
move in the shilling would have

it trading at close to 115. This is a
melt-down in the naira pure and
simple.
On January 21 I said this to
Reuters: “The currency is headed
to 220 … and Emefiele’s finger in
the dyke strategy is about to be
overwhelmed by a tsunami.”
That tsunami to which I referred
is now in play.
The Nigerian All Share has
slumped -20.41 per cent this year
and is the worst performing index
in the world in 2015. Investors are
taking a more than 40 per cent
haircut [when you account for the
currency] and frankly, there is no
turnaround in sight not with a delayed presidential poll and a neck
and neck position of 42 per cent
for each candidate.
Nigeria’s woes are entirely correlated to the oil price and it is oil
that created a negative spillover
in Nigeria, just as it did in Russia,
Venezuela, and Angola.
Here, our oil exploration is a nogo. Tullow Oil declared that they
are decommissioning three out of
four rigs.
“We will gradually wind them
[three rigs] down throughout the
year; we’ve still allocated significant capital to Kenya [and plan to]
continue exploration at a more
modest pace as you’d expect with
the oil price,” Tullow’s chief oprating officer Paul McDade said to
the FT. Kenya’s oil exploration has
become collateral damage in the
oil warfare game.
Now all this destabilisation and
interference in naira Land has
sent monies that were marked
with the tag ‘Destination Lagos’ to
‘Destination Egypt’ [The EGX30 has
stormed +9.23 per centr higher in
2015 and is the third best performing index world-wide in 2015].
In South Africa [The All Share
surged to an all time high last
week and is +6.51 per cent this
year] and in Kenya the Nairobi
All Share closed at a record high
every session last week and is

Shares go up and down and readers are advised that this column represents Mr
Satchu’s personal opinions.

